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SAP, supply chain & operations, lot of experience, consultant Belgium share on

Quality is becoming ever-more important in a growing number of sectors and areas, such as

the food industry for example, and it is therefore becoming increasingly important for us at

delaware too. As an absolute SAP expert we are fully committed to all SAP modules and you

can help us to raise quality standards at our clients’ companies even further!

Apply for SAP QM Consultant!

Thank you for your application.

We will get back in touch with you soon! Have a great day!

read our stories

What will you be doing as an SAP QM consultant?

You will work in SAP within the  QM processes  during the entire product cycle: from

receipt of goods via the production processes themselves up to and including shipment of

the end product (final check).

Since you’re involved in a significant number of different phases of product lifecycle

management (PLM), you will also have regular  contact with various SAP teams within
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delaware . Therefore, your QM processes are often closely aligned with many processes of

other (SAP) modules.

You’ll be working on both  new  QM implementations and on  updates  of existing QM setups.

You will be participating in projects where QM is implemented in a larger ERP project, but

also in smaller follow-up projects and optimizations.

You will be working for many different customers in  diverse industries , so you’re

assured of plenty of  variety .

You will have the opportunity to further specialize in  your QM area of expertise . Who

knows, you could become the QM pioneer within delaware.

You will have the chance to come into contact with HANA, cloud, all kinds of integrations with

other components (e.g. EHS, Project Systems), new emerging technologies and more. So

there will be lots of scope to gain  new insights .

Currently, we have regional offices in  Ghent, Antwerp, Wavre, Liège, Kortrijk  and  Lummen ,

but mostly we work on site at our customers, wherever they are in Belgium. So it does not

really matter whether you are living in Limburg, Brussels, Ghent, Bruges, Antwerp... It is

highly likely that we are implementing an SAP solution in your area right now. 

Apply Now
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